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Abstract: 

Autoimmune disorder is a dysfunctional immune system in a body, which attacks its own cells. 

Borrelia burgdorferi, a pathogenic bacterium, shares an intrinsic relation to Lyme disease in 

humans causing autoreactive responses that remained a serious health concern for the public 

Molecular mimicry is one of the primary mechanisms by which pathogen or toxic 

chemicals induce autoimmunity. In this research, a pipeline of bioinformatics tools was applied 

for examining the molecular mimicry between human and B. burgdorferi protein sequences 

from a structural perspective. In addition, the potential antigenic peptides of this 

bacteria similar to the peptides of human were classified and the fundamental molecular 

mechanisms of autoimmune disorders were analyzed. To initiate the study, proteome databases 

were retrieved and removed their paralogous sequences. Subsequently, the homologous 

proteins were identified along with enrichment pathways.  Then, the subcellular localization of 

proteins were predicted followed by the prediction of MHC class II epitopes. Additionally, the 

3D structure of the epitopes was modelled for comparing the structure of host and pathogen. 

The bacterial epitopes DFTIEVERSLRVLDG, LRLKKLIIDIMSNQI and 

VIAQLLFLESEDSSK that superimposed with the respective host epitopes 

DFTIEVERALRVLDG, MKLKKQLYNIYAKHT and VIAQLLFLQSESNKK showed 100% 

binding which were highly predicted cross reactivity. Finally, docking scores of these bacterial 

epitopes revealed the binding affinity towards the host HLA alleles including DRB1*07:01, 

DRB1*01:01and DRB4*01:01 that may lead to autoimmune disorders in humans caused by B. 

burgdorferi infection. 

Keywords: Autoimmune disease, Borrelia burgdorferi, Bioinformatics, Molecular mimicry, 

Antigen, Infection, MHCII binding Epitopes, Homologous.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Autoimmune disease (AD) takes place, when the body’s own immune system recognizes the 

self-antigen as hetero-antigen that may lead to the destruction of its own healthy cells and  

tissues. [1] This AD may occur in any specific locations including tissues, organs or even all 

over the body’s parts at once. Globally, around 5% of the population are affected by this disease 

which boost the infection as well as the mortality rates. [2] The incidence of autoimmune 

disorders greatly rose over the last century and its causes are almost unknown. This 

autoimmunity became a severe health problem worldwide, which are mostly chronic and or 

even fatal [3]. AD rank among the most common illnesses in the United States of America with 

a prevalence of around 7%. There are eighty types of AD in total and majority of them are 

lifelong and permanent [4]. 

 

Borrelia burgdorferi is a pathogenic bacterial species that belongs to the genus Borrelia of the 

spirochete class. It is one of the etiological agents of the vector-borne disease, Lyme disease, 

which is frequently observed in the Northern Hemisphere [5]. These bacteria are spread 

throughout the United States by hard-bodied ticks, such as Ixodes pacificus and Ixodes 

scapularis, causing about 300,000 cases per year. A research claimed that an interleukin-2 

binding protein inhibited the proliferation of T cell in Ixodes scapularis saliva which may 

facilitate pathogen transmission locally or even systemically by the immune system. [8] The 

life cycle of these ticks includes egg, larva, nymph, and adult stages which lasts between 2 and 

4 years and usually get infected during their larval phase by feeding on the blood of small 

mammals or even larger ones containing B. burgdorferi (Figure 1). Spirochaetes use interna l 

periplasmic flagella to enter the skin during a tick bite and go to distal areas like the heart and 

joints. If infections are not treated, they may result in multisystemic symptoms, includ ing 

rheumatoid arthritis, heart issues, and neurological disorders [6, 55]. The early inflammatory 

response is likely to be significantly influenced by the interaction of Borrelia’s lipoprotein with 

Toll-like receptor 2 [7]. Some of these lipoproteins, including the outer surface proteins (Osp) 

A, B, and C, are important immunogens and make up the major portion of the overall quantity 
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of protein produced by B. burgdorferi. [8] Some reports indicate that individuals having Lyme 

disease (Lyme borreliosis, Lyme neuroborreliosis and Lyme arthritis) for several months may 

acquire systemic autoimmune disorders including rheumatoid arthritis and spondyloarthrit is. 

However, the mechanism for the development of ADs from Lyme disease is yet unknown.  

[9,10]  

 

 
Figure 1: The life cycles of Ixodes scapularis and Borrelia burgdorferi. When the larvae hatches 
from the egg, they feed on the blood containing B. burgdorferi of small mammals or birds (reservoir 
host) and initially get infected. Subsequently, this vector-borne pathogen spread throughout the cycle 
by a tick’s bite causing Lyme borreliosis. The nymph may either transmit bacteria to or get infected 
from a secondary host but can only transmit in incidental host. However, the bacteria is not passed to 
the eggs. (Idea taken from various research articles)  

 

Several pathways were identified through which pathogens or toxic chemicals may cause the 

development and aggravation of autoimmune diseases. In 1964, Damian coined the term 

"molecular mimicry, is one of the mechanism, in which bacteria and human epitopes have 

similar structure or sequence characteristics. [1, 30] While performing three-dimensiona l 

structural mimicry, it was demonstrated that virulence factors that are exact replicas of host 

proteins induce an autoimmune response. [12] Autoimmune disorders are characterized by auto 
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reactive T or B cells that causes chronic tissue inflammation and in many cases, permanent 

structural and functional damage. Additionally, B-lymphocytes stimulates the production of 

autoantibodies, also serve as antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and a cytokine source. [14] 

Molecular mimicry comprises autoimmune disease, as T cell proliferation occurs for bacterial 

antigen that can self-react with homologous peptides. Moreover, major histocompatibi lity 

complex (MHC) polymorphism (especially class II molecules crucial for antigen identifica t ion 

by T cells) are almost associated with every autoimmune disease. [13]. 

 

Many studies has shown that CD4+ T cells mediation are linked to autoimmunity. Dendritic 

cells engulf the pathogens inside the body via endocytosis whose exogenous antigens are 

processed by the dendritic cells in endosomal compartments before they are presented to CD4+ 

T cells via MHC class II molecules [57]. Once CD4+ cells exposed to a particular antigen they 

multiply and differentiate into either Th1 or Th2 cells. This Th1 cell boost the immune system 

in the body to defend the infection. Additionally, this subset of CD4+ T cell play a role in 

autoimmunity when they recognize the presented antigenic peptide in the context of an HLA 

molecule, which serves as the host’s antigen presenter, becomes activated if they receive the 

proper signals [58]. 

 

A dominant T cell epitope was found in Lyme arthritis patients who were resistant to treatment 

especially from OspA and hLFA-1 likely to exhibit molecular mimicry. [15]. Additiona lly, 

these patients  may experience the emergence of autoimmunity within infected joints, 

especially with the HLA alleles such as DRB1*0401 or DRB1*0101 due to molecular mimicry 

between a host protein and B. burgdorferi’s OspA having an immunogenic epitope of T cell 

[16]. A region of peptide found in OspA has prevented a well-known peptide ligand from 

attaching to DRB1*0401.  Antigen presenting cell from transgenic mice expressed OspA 

bearing HLA-DRB1*0401 allele which were effective T cell stimulators for many people with 

chronic Lyme arthritis. [7]. A possible autoantigen was identified using a homology search 

from a peptide of human LFA-1α antigen. Although LFA-1α  partially stimulated OspA reactive 

T cells, but later on it was predicted that it was unable to represent a significant autoantigen as 

LFA-1α failed to bind the DRB1*0101 molecule in an in-vitro assay [17]. A detailed molecular 

analysis of the epitopes in OspA alone may aid in the search for novel potential autoantigens, 

even if sequence homology is only one way for locating possible autoantigens. 
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Objective:  

 Our main goal in this analysis was to employ bioinformatics studies for the 

identification of homologous proteins and their associate epitopes across the proteome 

datasets from B. burgdorferi and human. 

 Evaluation of the binding potential of the homologous epitopes with immunogenic 

receptors for understanding the underlying molecular causes of autoimmunity linked 

to Borrelia burgdorferi. 
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Chapter 2 

Materials and methods: 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the study’s methodology in a flow chart 
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2.1 Retrieval of protein sequences 

The study was initiated through the retrieval of proteome of Homo sapiens (UP000005640) 

and B. burgdorferi (UP000001807) from Swiss-Prot. Proteome is the entire set of proteins 

encoded by an organism's genome and Swiss-Prot is the reviewed part of UniProt’s proteome 

database (https://www.uniprot.org) with a very low level of redundancy. 

 

2.2 Identify the non-paralogous protein sequence 

Initially the development of CD-HIT (Cluster Database at High Identity with Tolerance) have 

shown to compare and cluster the sequences of protein with a reduced redundancy for building 

reference databases. This application is widely used for employing a short-read filter ing 

strategy to cluster protein sequences with lower levels of duplication. The retrieved protein 

dataset of the B.burgdorferi was run into this program (CD-HIT), which had non-redundant 

sequences. Hence, the main goal was to have a reduced database size by deleting extremely 

similar or redundant sequences and detect non-paralogous protein sequence of B. burgdorferi 

[19]. With a 90% cutoff, the CD-HIT tool removed the sequences of proteins that are 

paralogous. Further analysis was performed on the obtained non-paralogous sequences. 

 

2.3 B. burgdorferi vs human host protein sequences similarity search 

The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) identifies areas of similarity between 

biological sequences, such as amino acid sequences in proteins or nucleotide sequences in 

DNA or RNA. In this study, stand-alone BLAST was used on command prompt (cmd) of 

windows, which is a local installation of the NCBI BLAST. In order to identify host 

homologous proteins, the protein sequences that are not paralogous to B. burgdorferi were 

BLAST against human (Homo sapiens) proteome sequences obtained from the Swiss-Prot. The 

extraction of homologous proteins were based on E value (e ≤ 10-6), bit score (100), query 

coverage (60%) and p-identity (50%). Here, p-identity (or percent identity) is a number that 

expresses how similar the query and target sequences are. The match is more significant when 

the percent identity is higher. The percentage of the contig length that matches the NCBI hit is 

known as query coverage. A low query coverage percentage indicates that just a very small 

percentage of the contig is aligning. E value is the approximate number of hits that would be 
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anticipated by chance. E value closer to zero is consider as better results. Bit score is a crucial 

metric that reveals the statistical importance of an alignment. For instance, the higher the bit 

score, the closer the two sequences are. Bit scores under 50 are typically regarded as unreliab le.  

 

2.4 Analysis of protein’s enrichment pathways 

Using PathDIP (Pathway Data Integration Portal) (http://ophid.utoronto.ca/pathDIP/), the 

signaling pathways in humans were analyzed and annotated by combining the physical protein-

protein interactions with information from twenty-two core pathway databases to extended 

pathways. Thus, it predicted the biologically significant protein-pathway relationships [20]. 

Here, the molecular pathways of the Homo sapiens (host) were identified by inserting the 

Uniprot ID’s of the human from blast output and subsequently select the “extended pathway 

associations” prior searching in the PathDIP analysis. To conduct further research, a cutoff of 

the p-value ≤ to 0.005 and q-value equal to 0.05 was adjusted. Finally, the unique pathway 

proteins will be taken. 

 

2.5 Computational prediction of bacterial protein subcellular localization 

PSORTb (https://www.psort.org/psortb/) is the first subcellular localization (SCL) predictor 

created to support localizations for a broad spectrum of prokaryotes across mult ip le 

subcategories [21]. Studying the subcellular localization of protein molecules is necessary to 

comprehend their function and structure inside the cell. The prediction of protein SCL of B. 

burgdorferi was done with the help of its online server and gram negative stain was selected. 

Only the pathway enrichment pathways were analyzed while using this PSORTb. 

 

2.6 Prediction of the epitopes 

The Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) (http://tools.iedb.org/mhcii/) is a combined 

bioinformatics tool used for immune epitope analysis and prediction. The IEDB identifies and 

characterizes specific epitopes along with its immunogenic receptors as well as other 

information about immune exposure, induced immune receptors and host organism. 

Additionally, it covers immune epitope data including antibody, T cell, and MHC binding that 
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are connected to infectious, allergy, autoimmune, and transplant-related disorders [22]. IEDB 

was used to predict the epitopes that bind to B. burgdorferi and human protein especially the 

long peptides (13 – 25 amino acids) of the MHC class II molecules. The NN-align-2.2 

algorithm along with a threshold of IC50 less than 50 nM predicted the epitopes that binds with 

a range of class II HLA alleles including HLA-DR, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DP. IC50 (half 

maximal inhibitory concentration) less than 50 are considered as strong binders. 

 

2.7 Alleles involved in the research 

Class II alleles of the human leukocyte antigen were analyzed from IEDB for predicting the 

binding peptides. Here, the HLA alleles including one DP, one DQ and five DR were employed 

for the binding of epitopes.  

 

2.8 Generation of 3D structures for HLA and epitope 

IPD-IMGT/HLA (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/imgt/hla/alleles/), an allele query tool, was used 

to get the protein sequence by searching these HLA alleles. Subsequently, these protein 

sequences were run in Phyre2 (http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/~phyre2/), a free online 

bioinformatics tool for predicting protein tertiary structures, by selecting the intens ive 

modelling mode. Therefore proteins structures were retrieved from Phyre2 which run in saves 

(https://saves.mbi.ucla.edu) and the parameters were recorded from the Procheck output for the 

assessment of protein structure in Ramachandran plot. This Ramachandran plot, in terms of 

torsion angles, provides a straightforward two-dimensional graphic depiction of all potential 

protein structures. 

The Ressource Parisienne en Bioinformatique Structurale (RPBS) (https://mobyle.rpbs.univ-

paris-diderot.fr/) is the result of multiple teams working together for providing unique access 

to novel structural bioinformatics services. This web-based tool has a variety of functions with 

the overall purpose of combining the various components of structural bioinformatics [29]. The 

complex structure and external factors of peptide has a strong regional impact and thus to 

predict the 3D folding of each peptide, this RPBS structure was used. Therefore, in the program 

section, the structure option was selected followed by prediction, 3D structure and finally PEP-
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FOLD3. In this portion, the epitopes of the mimicry candidates were searched to predict the de 

novo peptide structure. 

 

2.9 Evaluation of structural similarity of peptides 

TM-align (template modelling align) (https://zhanggroup.org/TM-align/) is a technique for 

comparing protein structures without regard to sequencing. In order to construct the optimum 

residual alignment based on structural similarity of two proteins with undetermined 

equivalency, TM-align first generates iterations of heuristic dynamic programming. In addition 

to the value of TM score, which measures the similarity in structure, providing a structural 

ideal superposition of two proteins based on the discovered alignment [34].  The predicted 

structural mimicry candidates of human and bacteria were inserted in this tool for pair-wise 

structure comparison. The structural similarity of peptides was evaluated using the TM score 

based on the RMSD (root mean square deviation) value. 

 

2.10 Molecular docking  

The HDOCK (http://hdock.phys.hust.edu.cn) is a set of bioinformatics tools that is integrated 

fully giving an instant and reliable docking between two similar proteins. This includes a search 

in homologous pairs, modeling based on a template, prediction of the structure, 

macromolecular docking, incorporation of biological information, and job administration [48]. 

The data of both ligand and receptor molecules was inserted to initiate the tool. HDOCK tool 

is based on either a hybrid template or a free-template docking method, which allows the 

insertion of data in the form of Protein Data Bank (PDB) or amino acid sequence that can 

predict the interaction between the molecules of ligand and receptor. HDOCK was used to dock 

the three dimensional structures of B. burgdorferi peptides against human class II HLA alleles. 

The techniques make it possible to calculate peptides' binding attraction to human HLA. The 

HDOCK creates many models from the input structure or homology model based on 

transformation and binding scores, such as confidence scores, docking scores, and ligand 

RMSDs. A high negative score will increase the probability of binding models. However, the 

exact score can only be calibrated through experimental data. Therefore, it should not be 

interpreted as the actual binding affinity of two molecules. Furthermore, the two molecules will 

have the highest chance of binding if the value of the confidence score is more than 0.7, 
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possible to bind when the confidence level is between 0.5 and 0.7, and the binding may not 

occur if the value of the confidence score is less than 0.5. The ligand RMSD is not a reliable 

indicator of the precision of the docking process as it only measures the distance of predicated 

model from a homology-modeled structure or the input structure. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

3.1 Retrieval of B. burgdorferi’s proteome data 

The Uniprot proteome database yielded 1291 protein sequences from B. burgdorferi B31. This 

strain has the spirochete Lyme disease-causing potential in humans, which was taken into 

consideration, and further analysis was done on these protein sequences. 

 

3.2 Removal of B. Burgdorferi’s paralogous proteins 

Linux systems were used to test the C++-coded CD-HIT package. Almost all systems that 

support C++ can run it because it is offered as an open source package and requires little to no 

change. By creating homologous sequence clusters and removing extraneous protein 

sequences, the CD-HIT service decreases the amount of proteins [19]. A representative of each 

paralogous sequence were chosen through the elimination of the redundant sequences from the 

dataset of proteome and finally with a threshold of 0.9 using the default parameters got 1142 

non-paralogous proteins from a total of 1291 protein sequences. 

 

3.3 Analysis of host-pathogen sequence similarity 

The BLAST program was used to show how the conserved regions found in pathogen and 

human proteome have sequence similarities [23]. To identify the homologous protein’s 

mimicry, the non paralogous protein sequences from B. burgdorferi were subjected to 

BLAST against the human proteome. A total of 263 microbial proteins that shows homology 

with human proteins were identified. Furthermore, the blast output was filtered based on the 

E-values less than or equal to 10− 6 and bit score more than or equal to 100. Additionally, 50 

percent identity and 60 percent query coverage showed a strong homology between B. 

burgdorferi and human. Finally, with this approach, 10 mimicry candidates were chosen for 

further examination to predict the development of Lyme arthritis. (Table 1) 
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Table 1: The following 10 protein candidates showed strong homology between B. burgdorferi and 
human. 

Sl 

no. 

ID’s of Bacterial 

Protein  

Name of the protein ID’s of Human 

Protein 

Name of the protein 

1 sp|P0C922|DNA

K_BORBU Chaperone protein DnaK 

sp|P38646|GRP75_

HUMAN 

Stress-70 protein, 

mitochondrial 

2 sp|O30913|EFG

1_BORBU Elongation factor G 1 

sp|Q96RP9|EFGM_

HUMAN 

Elongation factor G, 

mitochondrial 

3 sp|P0C923|CH6

0_BORBU Chaperonin GroEL 

sp|P10809|CH60_H

UMAN 

60 kDa heat shock 

protein, mitochondrial 

4 sp|P50062|EFT

U_BORBU Elongation factor Tu 

sp|P49411|EFTU_

HUMAN 

Elongation factor Tu, 

mitochondrial 

5 sp|O51312|ENO

_BORBU Enolase 

sp|P09104|ENOG_

HUMAN Gamma-enolase 

6 sp|O30564|NAG

B_BORBU 

Glucosamine-6-

phosphate deaminase 

tr|D6R9P4|D6R9P4

_HUMAN 

Glucosamine-6-

phosphate isomerase 

7 sp|P46795|G3P_

BORBU 

Glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase 

sp|P04406|G3P_H

UMAN 

Glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase 

8 

sp|O51214|RF1_

BORBU 

Peptide chain release 

factor 1 

sp|Q9UGC7|RF1M

L_HUMAN 

Peptide chain release 

factor 1-like, 

mitochondrial 

9 

sp|O51602|GPM

A_BORBU 

2,3-bisphosphoglycerate-

dependent 

phosphoglycerate mutase 

sp|P18669|PGAM1

_HUMAN 

Phosphoglycerate mutase 

1 

10 

sp|O51556|CLP

P1_BORBU 

ATP-dependent Clp 

protease proteolytic 

subunit 1 

sp|Q16740|CLPP_

HUMAN 

ATP-dependent Clp 

protease proteolytic 

subunit, mitochondrial 
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3.4 Identification of molecular enrichment pathways 

PathDIP is a bioinformatics tool that integrate the molecular pathways involved in the 

interaction of proteins, for identifying substantial correlations between curated pathways and 

proteins, by reducing proteins number without the annotation of the curated pathways [24]. 

This PathDIP database was used for examining the 10 human protein sequences that were 

similar to B. burgdorferi proteins. The Uniprot IDs of the human proteome sequences were 

inserted into the entry box. Here, all the 22 pathway sources (ACSN2, HumanCyc, KEGG, 

Panther_Pathway, RB-Pathways, BioCarta, INOH, NetPath, PharmGKB, REACTOME and 

others) were used along with the extended pathway associations whose parameters were set to 

experimentally detected PPIs and 99% cutoff value. After analyzing these 10 nominated 

proteins, it was found that 8 were pathway based proteins and the rest 2 were pathway 

independent proteins. Overall, 437 enrichment pathways were found in PathDIP which was 

further filtered using p value less than 0.005 and prioritized 238 pathways that might be 

connected to an autoimmune disorder. Enrichment pathways like apoptosis and NF-κB 

signaling are associated with autoimmunity. If the NF-κB activation is deregulated, then it can 

lead to the activation of aberrant T-cell, which is highly linked to autoimmune disease [25]. 

Apoptosis is a key regulator of self- reactive B cells that develop through mutation as blocking 

Bcl-2-dependent pathway results in autoimmune disorder [26]. Other enrichment pathways like 

metabolism, glycolysis, cell signaling were also common in the extended pathways. 

 

3.5 Subcellular localization of proteins 

In any biological field, protein subcellular localization prediction is essential because it aims 

to pinpoint previously undiscovered protein localization sites in a cell. Since conventiona l 

protein subcellular localization techniques are labor-intensive as well as requires a lot of time, 

computational methods are required [27]. For this research, PSORTb was used as it has 

persisted most accurate predictor of bacterial protein subcellular localization [21]. The 8 

pathway based proteins will be inserted into this online based tool to understand its localiza t ion 

sites (Table 2). Each localization site was given a score out of 10. The result shows that all of 

these 8 bacterial proteins were identified as cytoplasmic. 
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Table 2: Identification of protein subcellular localization along with its corresponding score.   

Sl. 

No  

B. burgdorferi IDs  Bacterial Protein  Sub-Cellular 

localization  

Localization 

Score 

1 sp|P0C922|DNAK_BORBU Chaperone protein DnaK Cytoplasmic             9.97 

2 sp|O30913|EFG1_BORBU Elongation factor G 1 Cytoplasmic             10.00 

3 sp|P0C923|CH60_BORBU Chaperonin GroEL Cytoplasmic    9.97 

4 sp|P50062|EFTU_BORBU Elongation factor Tu Cytoplasmic             10.00 

5 sp|O51312|ENO_BORBU Enolase Cytoplasmic      10.00 

6 sp|P46795|G3P_BORBU Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 

Cytoplasmic 10.00 

7 sp|O51602|GPMA_BORBU 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate-

dependent phosphoglycerate 

mutase 

Cytoplasmic             8.96 

8 sp|O51556|CLPP1_BORBU ATP-dependent Clp protease 

proteolytic subunit 1 

Cytoplasmic             9.26 

 

3.6 Peptide binding to MHC class II 

The IEDB's objective is to offer access to tools for studying epitopes that have been well 

described and tested via a standardized web interface. Users can quickly compare and contrast 

different prediction systems using this uniform interface. So, 8 pathway based proteins were 

further analyzed using this IEDB search engine. After searching, a large dataset of these 8 

proteins were achieved which includes HLA alleles, 15-mer peptides, 9-mer core residues and 

others. It was mainly used to predict the epitopes of B. burgdorferi and humans that binds with 

class II HLA-DR, HLA-DQ and HLA-DP. NN-align is an innovative artificial neural network-

based technique that identifies both the binding core and binding affinity of MHC class II 

simultaneously. Hence, a threshold of half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) less than 

50nM were considered as powerful binders of MHC II in human and B. burgdorferi peptides 

[28]. The HLA binders can be considered as T-cell epitope when IC50 less than 50 nM. HLA 

molecules found in IEDB search were DPA1*03:01/DPB1*04:02, 
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DQA1*05:01/DQB1*03:01, DRB1*01:01, DRB1*07:01, DRB1*09:01, DRB3*01:01 and 

HLA-DRB4*01:01. Peptides that were promiscuous binders of these HLA molecules had 

similar sequence with human epitopes. The epitopes revealed from these HLA molecules are 

prone to immune response. The ideal peptide-HLA allele binding relationship was mediated 

by a 15-mer peptide with 9-mer core residues. A total of 288 bacterial epitopes and 291 human 

epitopes was found. A threshold of more than 2 gaps in the alignment of BLASTp were 

discarded when compared with the 9-mer core residues of both organism which resulted 31 

bacterial peptide and 33 human peptide (Table 3). Finally, these strong binder peptides were 

given top priority for the structural analysis. 

 

Table 3: The match of the 9-mer core residues, were chosen by ≤2 gaps in the alignment of BLASTp, 
between host and bacteria. Based on these 11 matching residues a total of 31 bacterial peptide and 33 
human peptide were chosen.  

Sl 

no. 

Bacterial epitope core  Matched human sequence 

1 NRILGNFIL NKLLGQFTL 

2 GERLVGQVA GERLVGMPA 

3 ADANGPKHL MDSSGPKHL 

4 KLRNIGISA KIRNIGISA 

5 YVRIYQGIL YVRSYQGEL 

6 FTIEVERSL FTIEVERAL 

7 TTLTAAISI TTLTAAITK 

8 FQRTKPHMN YVRDKPHVN 

9 LRLKKLIID MKLKKQLYN 

10 TVIAQLLFL LVIAQLLFL 

11 VIAQLLFLE VIAQLLFLQ 
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3.7 Evaluation of the predicted protein structures  

All potential protein structures in terms of torsion angles of amino acids φ (phi) and ψ (psi) are 

represented graphically in a 2D format by the Ramachandran plot. The PROCHECK evaluates 

the stereo-chemical quality of a predicted model by analyzing the overall model geometry 

along with the geometry of each individual residue. Ramachandran plot is produced by 

PROCHECK tool using input of modeled protein file and predict the quality of the structural 

protein. A high-quality Ramachandran diagram includes the majority of torsional angles within 

the allowed region whereas a protein structure with poor quality or low resolution has a 

significant number of torsional angles in the disallowed region [36][37]. Hence, the parameters 

were recorded for the assessment of protein structure (Table 4). 

 

 

Table 4: Ramachandran plot’s parameters which were recorded for protein assessment.  

Allele (size) 

Residues in 

most favored 

regions (%) 

Residues in 

additional 

allowed regions  

Residues in 

generously 

allowed regions  

Residues in 

disallowed 

regions 

HLA-DRB3*01:01 87.50% 10.70% 1.80% 0.00% 

HLA-DRB1*01:01 82.90% 14.50% 1.80% 0.90% 

HLA-DRB4*01:01 86.10% 9.60% 2.20% 2.20% 

HLA-DPA1*03:01 81.90% 11.90% 2.20% 4.00% 

HLA-DRB1*07:01 88.10% 10.20% 0.90% 0.90% 

HLA-DRB1*09:01 87.70% 9.70% 1.30% 1.30% 

HLA-DPB1*04:02 81.50% 16.10% 1.80% 0.60% 

HLA-DQA1*05:01 86.70% 10.60% 1.80% 0.90% 

HLA-DQB1*03:01 84.80% 8.20% 4.80% 2.20% 
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Figure 3: Ramachandran plot showing the all regions of the residues through X-ray crystallography. 
Black square represents the protein residues where the red is the most favored region, bright yellow is 
additional allowed regions, pale yellow is generously allowed regions and finally white is the disallowed 
regions. 

 

3.8 Analysis of the peptide structure 

RPBS is a web based bioinformatics structural tool, used for the retrieval of protein data bank 

(PDB) files from the final mimicry candidates of 31 bacterial and 33 human peptides. So the 

15mer- peptides of each epitope were inserted into the PEP-FOLD3 of RPBS portal and 

downloaded the first PDB file of the predicted epitope from the cluster section. This helped to 

predict the 3D strucute of each 15- mer peptides (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Three-dimensional structure representation of two 15-meric peptides. 
(“DFTIEVERSLRVLDG” is a bacterial epitope whereas “DFTIEVERALRVLDG” is an epitope of 
human). 

 

Subsequently, these PDB files of B. burgdorferi and human are compared for pair-wise 

structure in TM-align. The structural alternatives are ranked based on a template modelling 

(TM) score that considers the RMSD value as well (Table 5). The structural similarity between 

B. burgdorferi and human are of various levels. The compositional similarity between the 3D 

structures of human and B. burgdorferi proteins is determined by the TM-score. The top-ranked 

bacterial model and the human are compared using the TM score to assess structural 

similarity.[34] A threshold of less than 0.5 TM value were filtered as higher than 0.5 are 

assumed to have the same fold. This resulted 15 most strong superimposed structure (figure 5) 

which will be further used for docking. The most often used method for comparing protein 

structures is to compute RMSD of all identical atom pairs after the optimal superposition of 

the two structures. The two peptide structures are structurally equivalent if the RMSD is low. 

Due to their low RMSD values, bacterial and human peptides show structural similarit ies. 

These similarities lead to structural mimicry, and these peptides might be helpful for trigger ing 

autoimmune diseases. 
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Table 5: B. burgdorferi and the human host’s MHC class II binding peptides (“:” denotes the distance 
between residue pairs). 

Sl 
No. Bacterial Peptide Human Peptide Structural Mimicry 

RMSD 
values 

TM 
value 

1 KGERLVGQVAKNQMV GERLVGMPAKRQAVT 

KGERLVGQVAKNQMV 

::::::::: 

GERLVGMPAKRQAVT 0.18 0.53497 

2 GQLTYVRIYQGILKK GQLTYVRSYQGELKK 

GQLTYVRIYQGILKK 

.:::::::::::::: 

GQLTYVRSYQGELKK 1.66 0.6027 

3 QLTYVRIYQGILKKG FGQLTYVRSYQGELK 

QLTYVRIYQGILKKG 

::::::::::::::  

FGQLTYVRSYQGELK 1.27 0.55829 

4 DFTIEVERSLRVLDG DFTIEVERALRVLDG 

DFTIEVERSLRVLDG 

::::::::::::::: 

DFTIEVERALRVLDG 0.3 0.79365 

5 FTIEVERSLRVLDGA FTIEVERALRVLDGA 

FTIEVERSLRVLDGA 

.:::::::::::::. 

FTIEVERALRVLDGA 1.74 0.66147 

6 HVDFTIEVERSLRVL HVDFTIEVERALRVL 

HVDFTIEVERSLRVL 

.:::::::::::  

HVDFTIEVERALRVL 1.5 0.60421 

7 VDFTIEVERSLRVLD VDFTIEVERALRVLD 

VDFTIEVERSLRVLD 

.::::::::::::: 

VDFTIEVERALRVLD 1.12 0.53377 

8 HVDHGKTTLTAAISI HGKTTLTAAITKILA 

HVDHGKTTLTAAISI 

.::::::::: 

HGKTTLTAAITKILA 1.73 0.50264 

9 DHGKTTLTAAISIYC DHGKTTLTAAITKIL 

DHGKTTLTAAISIYC 

::::::::::::: 

DHGKTTLTAAITKIL 0.91 0.64929 

10 HGKTTLTAAISIYCS HGKTTLTAAITKILA 

HGKTTLTAAISIYCS 

.:::::::::::  

HGKTTLTAAITKILA 1.71 0.56414 

11 VDHGKTTLTAAISIY HGKTTLTAAITKILA 

VDHG-KTTLTAAISIY 

.::::::::::    

HGKTTLTAAITKILA 1.37 0.55772 

12 LRLKKLIIDIMSNQI MKLKKQLYNIYAKHT 

LRLKKLIIDIMSNQI 

::::::::::::::: 

MKLKKQLYNIYAKHT 0.27 0.80108 

13 TVIAQLLFLESEDSS LVIAQLLFLQSESNK 

TVIAQLLFLESEDSS 

:::::::::::::.. 

LVIAQLLFLQSESNK 1.97 0.6788 

14 VIAQLLFLESEDSSK VIAQLLFLQSESNKK 

VIAQLLFLESEDSSK 

::::::::::::::: 

VIAQLLFLQSESNKK 0.37 0.69614 

15 IAQLLFLESEDSSKD IAQLLFLQSESNKKP 

IAQLLFLESEDSSKD 
::::::::::           

IAQLLFLQSESNKKP 0.98 0.5189 
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Figure 5: Superposition of two epitopes (bacterial in blue and human in red) 

 

3.9 Molecular docking between bacterial epitope and HLA allele  

The HDOCK tool uses a hybrid docking approach to predict the binding complexes between 

two molecules (receptor and ligand). The 15 final candidates of the bacterial epitopes were 

docked against human class II HLA alleles. The Docking Candidates produced by the HDOCK 

method were thoroughly tested. The top 10 models are redirected which aims to find the 

complex, relatively close solutions based on confidence score, docking scores, and ligand 

RMSDs (Table 6, Figure 6) Out of these, the most negative docking score choose the best 

model following the confidence score above 0.5 . Subsequently, the most effective peptides, 

HLA alleles can be chosen. For all life science fields, this technique is simple to implement. 

All peptides obtained the highest docking scores and most favorable molecular interactions in 
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various HLA receptors, according to the docking results. Studies using docking scores revealed 

a correspondence between the binding affinities of peptides to HLA alleles. 

 

Table 6: The binding affinity of bacterial peptide with HLA was revealed by the best molecular 
docking score. 

Sl 

no. Receptor Ligand 

Docking 

Score 

Confidence 

Score 

Ligand 

RMSD 

1 

HLA-

DRB1*01:01 KGERLVGQVAKNQMV -194.42 0.7086 40.5 

2 
HLA-
DRB1*01:01 GQLTYVRIYQGILKK -238.36 0.8541 41.28 

3 

HLA-

DRB1*01:01 QLTYVRIYQGILKKG -208.22 0.7621 36.04 

4 
HLA-
DRB1*01:01 DFTIEVERSLRVLDG -156.18 0.5309 41.53 

5 

HLA-

DRB1*01:01 FTIEVERSLRVLDGA -171.26 0.6047 19.49 

6 
HLA-
DRB1*01:01 HVDFTIEVERSLRVL -191.44 0.6961 41.61 

7 

HLA-

DRB1*01:01 VDFTIEVERSLRVLD -183.18 0.6601 32.66 

8 
HLA-
DRB1*07:01 HVDHGKTTLTAAISI -173.04 0.6132 42.93 

9 
HLA-
DRB1*07:01 DHGKTTLTAAISIYC -210.37 0.7698 44.34 

10 

HLA-

DRB1*07:01 HGKTTLTAAISIYCS -221.31 0.8063 43.12 

11 
HLA-
DRB1*07:01 VDHGKTTLTAAISIY -193.87 0.7063 46.98 

12 

HLA-

DRB1*07:01 LRLKKLIIDIMSNQI -200.34 0.7324 44.43 

13 
HLA-
DRB4*01:01 TVIAQLLFLESEDSS -168.86 0.5932 43.03 

14 

HLA-

DRB4*01:01 VIAQLLFLESEDSSK -164.5 0.572 41.02 

15 
HLA-
DRB4*01:01 IAQLLFLESEDSSKD -157.54 0.5376 40.04 
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Figure 6: 3D docking of bacterial peptides with human leukocyte antigen. Here, R (Receptor) shown 
in rainbow and L (ligand) in yellow. 
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Chapter 4  

Discussion 

When the immune system interacts with pathogenic antigens, antibodies are produced to fight 

against infection. However, these antibodies can also cause autoreactive reactions, which are 

mediated by autoantibodies that react to both pathogenic and human antigens because they 

share epitopes. Molecular mimicry refers to the possibility of microorganisms that can 

circumvent the host immune response by using antigens that are similar to those expressed by 

infectious pathogens and their human hosts. There are now four main criteria used to explain 

molecular mimicry. These include epitope similarity between host and pathogens; detection of 

autoreactive T cells or antibodies that cross-react with both human and microbial epitopes; 

epidemiological evidence correlated autoimmune disease development with exposure to 

environmental factors or microorganisms; and development of autoimmunity in an animal 

model after exposure with the proper epitopes [30]. Several autoimmune disorders, includ ing 

rheumatoid arthritis, Guillain-Barre syndrome, autoimmune thyroid disease, and systemic 

sclerosis, have been linked to cross-reactivity between pathogens and humans antigens. The 

identical epitopes between host and pathogen shows the association of cross reactivity with 

molecular mimicry as it may encourage stimulation of T or even B cells that are autoreactive 

[32]. 

 

The putative mechanism for Lyme neuroborreliosis and Lyme arthritis has been suggested to 

be molecular mimicry, which has the potential to trigger an autoimmune response. Two 

proteins that causes cross-reactivity in B. burgdorferi and human include heat shock protein 60 

(HSP60) and leucocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1). When humans develop 

immunity against bacterial HSP60, the autologous HSP60 may results in the adhesion of 

HSP60-reactive T cells for the early initiation of inflammatory response, where antibodies 

against HSP60 may cause the atherosclerosis to spread and worsen [33, 53]. Moreover, T cell 

from a patient having rheumatoid arthritis that is resistant to treatment can identify the LFA-1 

residues that have sequence homology with OspA. This suggests that bacteria and the genetic 

sensitivity of the host are important factors in autoimmunity, which are responsible for mimicry 

and similarity in proteins. Up to 10% of people have the organ-specific AD known as 

autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD), which is first driven by T cells and later by B cells. Recent 
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studies have shown amino acid similarities between human thyroid-stimulating hormone 

receptor (TSH-R) with the bacterial (B. burgdorferi) outer surface protein A, flagellar motor 

rotation protein A, and DNA recombinase or ATP dependent helicase. These showed a range 

from 27 to 50% identity and 40 to 75% similarity [33]. Pathogenic role in the emergence of 

AITD through molecular mimicry is also demonstrated by homologies between B. burgdorferi 

proteins and thyroid autoantigens. These include hTSH-R, hNIS, hTg, and human thyroid 

peroxidase. To strengthen this notion for various microbiological causes of this AD, it can be 

determined that a variety of infectious pathogens can trigger immune responses that are reactive 

to thyroid tissue antigens [31]. In this study, a variety of proteins with similar sequences from 

humans and B. burgdorferi were analyzed. With immunoinformatic techniques, it was 

discovered that the immunodominant epitopes of these proteins share structural similarities and 

may possess the ability to bind to human T-cell immune receptors. 

 

PathDIP showed numerous pathways have an excess of similar proteins. The immune system's 

ability to determine its lineage and function as well as the progression of autoimmune disorders 

that are governed by metabolic pathways. The most crucial pathways include TNF alpha 

Signaling, NFkB Signaling Network, MAPK Signaling, Toll-Like receptor(TLR) signa ling 

network, glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, IL-7 signaling and apoptosis. The majority of evidence 

points to the TLR pathway as a critical factor in the emergence of autoimmune diseases. It is 

important to consider that ongoing TLR signaling activation or dysregulation fuels the 

development of autoimmune illness [52]. 

 

Heat shock proteins (HSP) are found in the cytoplasm and different organelles where they 

function as chaperone or even protease. Both bacterial and autologous HSP are highly 

immunogenic in origin. In addition, immunoreactivity to the Hsp60 chaperone primarily aims 

to inhibit the immunological response. Several models of mice having autoimmune arthrit is 

that resemble juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in humans have 

proven this. In the murine arthritic model, disease regulation was limited to significantly 

conserved HSP60 derived epitopes used for animal vaccination and thus anergic T cells with 

immunosuppressive potential were reactive to self-HSP60 [40]. Additionally, it has been 

demonstrated that EF-Tu binds specifically to substance P (SP), a neuropeptide hormone. 

Because it triggers the proinflammatory response whenever the binding between SP and 
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neurokinin 1 receptor (NK-1R) takes place which is associated with many inflammatory 

illnesses. In mouse models, the hindrance of the activation of  NK-1R reduces removal of 

clearance and raises mortality rates. Infectious disease, autoimmune disorders, psychologica l 

problems, cancer, atopic dermatitis, and cell proliferation have all been associated to SP and 

NK-1R [41]. Patients with autoimmune retinopathy frequently have vision loss in conjunction 

with autoantibodies against alpha-enolase. Apoptosis of the retinal cells from bipolar and 

photoreceptors is demonstrated to result from antibodies of anti-recoverin that penetrates the 

layers of retina correlating to the recoverin cellular site. The inner nuclear layer and retinal 

ganglion cells were uniquely marked by autoantibodies to alpha-enolase. Scientists found that 

antibodies were able to penetrate the tissue of retina for targeting the ganglion cells and inner 

nuclear layers which stimulated the death of cell through an inflammatory mechanism [42].  

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase was one of the components of the complexes that 

specifically reacted with SLE sera but not with sera from individuals with other connective 

tissue illnesses. Immunofluorescence on Hep-2 cells revealed that the isolated autoantibod ies 

against GAPDH from lupus serum displayed both nuclear speckled and cytoplasmic staining 

patterns. In addition, an ELISA test showed that 47% of lupus patients had anti-GAPDH 

autoantibodies. The autoimmune reaction expanded from GAPDH to additional components 

of PCNA complexes, according to a longitudinal investigation of lupus sera's reactivity to those 

proteins. In addition to it, a strong positive correlation was found between the elevated serum 

PCNA levels and the presence of anti-GAPDH antibodies. Thus, GAPDH is crucial for 

triggering autoimmune reactions against the PCNA complex [43]. Host proteins includ ing 

Stress-70 protein, Elongation factor G, 60 kDa heat shock protein, Elongation factor Tu, 

Peptide chain release factor 1-like and ATP-dependent Clp protease proteolytic subunit 

originated from mitochondria that are homologues to bacterial protein. This shows according 

to the endosymbiosis theory that mitochondria in a eukaryotic cell evolved from bacterial cells 

for which most of the homologous peptide belongs from mitochondria [59]. Many studies 

showed that mitochondria dysfunction induces autoimmune diseases including rheumato id 

arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus and diabetes. Although its mechanism is unknown but 

showing a strong evidence between autoimmunity and mitochondrial proteins [54]. 

 

Binding affinity and specificity are substantially controlled by the binding peptide interaction's 

9-mer core region. Similarly, it has been suggested that the peptide residues immedia te ly 

surrounding the core area established a connection with the molecules of MHC outside of the 
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binding groove which contribute to the interaction of MHC-peptide. MHC class II molecules 

present the processed antigens to CD4+ T lymphocytes derived exogenous pathogenic sources 

and crucial for antigen-specific immune response. In addition, MHC Class II molecules have 

an open binding groove on both ends, unlikely MHC class I only has one end. Because of this, 

the peptides length binding to the molecules of class II can vary greatly. Normally amino acids 

ranges between 13 and 25. Therefore, the ability to locate the proper 9-mer core residues that 

mediate the binding contact among longer sequences is a requirement for all MHC class II 

binding prediction methods [50, 56]. Autoimmune diseases are likely caused by MHC class II 

alleles because the capacity of transmitting peptides through different alleles derived from 

target cells is numerous to auto-reactive CD4 + T cells. The survival rate of a certain population 

is likely to be higher, if they have a wide variety of HLA class II alleles. In addition to it, they 

will have a better immune system to fight against various disease [51]. IEDB-AR resulted the 

profiles of bacterial epitopes that bind with the peptides of MHC class II peptide to different 

HLA molecules. Naturally HLA-DR-B1*0401 allele produces a peptide sequence of QKRAA 

that was found to be identical with Escherichia coli heat shock protein such as DnaJ. In addition 

to it, an elevated frequency of this allele exhibited in individuals having extreme type of 

Rheumatoid arthritis. It has been demonstrated that this DnaJ QKRAA motif binds bacterial 

HSP70s. This evidence proves that exposure to enterobacteria causes HLA-DRB1*0401 

molecule to express in patients for binding DnaK proteins with QKRAA .  Therefore, it causes 

the proliferation of T cells for reacting with HSP70's as it shares a fixed epitope with human 

type II collagen [44]. The scientists used an in silico method to discover a homology between 

thyroid autoantigens and botulinum neurotoxin, which displayed the binding patterns in the 

regions of HLA-DR3 or HLA-DR7 [45]. Numerous genes in the HLA area were identified for 

the development of autoimmune hepatitis (AIH). HLA-DQ-B1 has been linked to AIH, but 

HLA-DR-B1 encoded by the MHC class II molecule was primarily recognized to be the 

susceptibility gene. Prior viral infections with the infectious agents, specifically CMV, hepatitis 

virus, varicella zoster virus, and EBV have all been connected to an elevated risk of AIH [30]. 

Although HLA-DRB1*09:01 is uncommon in Caucasian cultures, Asians have a high 

prevalence of this HLA-DRB1 allele. Furthermore, HLA-DRB1*09:01 has been linked to a 

number of autoimmune disorders, including type 1 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, and systemic 

lupus erythematosus. Therefore, in Japanese and possibly other Asian cultures, HLA-

DRB1*09:01 or other genes in tight linkage disequilibrium may contribute to a biologica l 

pathway that connects several autoimmune disorders [46]. A borrelial fibronectin binding 

protein (BBK32), demonstrated a strong DRB binding profile related to refractory arthrit is. 
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Similar to the OspA peptide, the DRB1*0101 molecule and the B5*0101 molecule were mostly 

bound by the BBK32 peptide. Later, it was identified that the both DRB1*0701 and 

DRB4*0101 has minimal interaction, that is frequently present in individuals with refractory 

arthritis, in contrast to the OspA peptide [47]. 

 

In this research, three important superposition pairs of B. burgdorferi and human host epitopes 

were identified in Tm-align tool that showed 100% binding based on TM score and RMSD 

value through a three dimensional modelling. These homologous pairs of bacteria and host 

include DFTIEVERSLRVLDG & DFTIEVERALRVLDG; LRLKKLIIDIMSNQI & 

MKLKKQLYNIYAKHT and VIAQLLFLESEDSSK & VIAQLLFLQSESNKK has high 

possibilities for inducing autoimmune disease. Here, the TM scores of these pairs were above 

0.5 which indicates that the structures are roughly in the same fold. In addition, the chosen 

pairs RMSD values were below 0.4, as a low RMSD value indicates higher structural similar ity 

between 2 epitopes. Furthermore, molecular docking provided information about the powerful 

binding complex through its docking score and confidence score. HDOCK tool revealed 

docking pairs, with respect to TM align, that has a highly negative docking score and 

confidence above 0.7. A highly negative docking score indicates more binding affinity between 

ligand and the target sequence as more energy released, whereas confidence score above 0.7 

considered as a very similar binding between the two molecules. The results showed the 

docking pairs of the bacterial epitopes LRLKKLIIDIMSNQI, DFTIEVERSLRVLDG and 

VIAQLLFLESEDSSK with respect to the host alleles HLA-DRB1*07:01, HLA-

DRB1*01:01and HLA-DRB4*01:01 have the highest possibility of molecular mimicry in 

Lyme disease. HLA-DRB1*01:01 have high prevalence with Asian cultures and strongly binds 

with a Borrelial peptide causing refractory rheumatoid arthritis. Additionally, HLA-

DRB1*07:01 and HLA-DRB4*01:01 are common in patients with refractory arthritis.   These 

experimental findings indicate that possibilities of molecular mimicry-based autoimmunity 

caused by Borrelia burgdorferi infection. 
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Conclusion 

This study was done for identifying the three dimensional structural mimicry candidates 

between B. burgdorferi and human that is responsible for inducing autoimmunity. The study 

was initiated through the retrieval of proteome database and subsequently the bacterial protein 

sequences were BLAST against the host which revealed 10 protein mimicry candidates of B. 

burgdorferi. These peptides were promiscuous binders of HLA class II molecules and have a 

high chance to cause Lyme borreliosis. Using all these bioinformatics tools, we can better 

comprehend the immune system of Homo sapiens (humans) and can identify the novel for 

preventing and treating disease. All in all, improvements of detection techniques in molecular 

mimicry will present an interesting new area of research that needs to be explored further. 
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